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• IZZI Science for Kids is a private elementary school with focus on science

studies and belingual programme. The school is in a licensing procedure with

MoE an accreditation procedure with Camridge International.

• The school follows a STEAM programme (Science, Technology, Engineering,

Art, Mathematics) based on Cambridge Primary Curriculum.The Science

teachers work with the National teams representing Bulgaria on international

science competitions. Kids have daily activities in our Lab and in the well

equipped history and geography classrooms. Variety of DK encyclopedias are at

the kids disposal for additional reading or project activities.

• The Library is accessible to all kids, and the reading list supports thoroughly the

intensive Bulgarian and English Language classes, but also accommodates the

Creative writing and the Reading Clubs.

• Along with science knowledge, kids develop art skills and understanding.

• Ballet and World dance lessons are included in the curriculum and works with

one of the best Hip-Hop schools in Sofia – uMove.

• All kids participate in group and individual music activities, study music styles

and history of art. Any kid can take individual piano or guitar lessons as part of

our programme with our exquisite teachers Elina Dashina and Rock school.

• Sport is daily in the kids curriculum – the day begins with stretching and ends

with dance club, aikido or free play in our room for sport and play.



• IZZI START is a  Preschool bilingual programme with focus on science
studies .

• The school follows a Cambridge Early years Curriculum for 3-5 yrs .

• Kids have stimulating play-based activities that support the Early Learning
Goals and Early Years Foundation Stage

• The curriculum covers:

o literacy;

o mathematics;

o understanding the world (history, geography, science);

o and expressive arts and design (art, design, dance and music);

o Fine motor skills development.

• Each area of learning is implemented through planned, purposeful play and
through a mix of adult led and child-initiated activity.

• We aim for all children to achieve or exceed the ‘Early Learning Goals’.

• Sport is daily in the kids curriculum – the day begins with stretching and ends

with dance club, aikido or free play in our room for sport and play.



THE TEAM



Kids are devided into standard age groups. 
Each age group has a Кey teacher, MoE teacher, Science and support teachers:

• A Key teacher who is with the kids all day, covers the interdisciplinary
curriculum of Cambridge International: Language, Science and Math.

• The key teacher is an experienced professional with strong dedication and
excellent communication skills

• Our Key teachers come from well known private schools and their expertise,
moral and caring attitude is exceptional

Teodora, 
EYFS key teacher

Above 10 yrs of experience in early 
and elementary education 
Qualified MoE teacher but also 
certified Montessori pedagog. 
Proficiency in English and Math.

Zheni
 EYFS key teacher

10+yrs of experience in early 
elementary education. Extensive 

training on how to provide early years 
care with respect to the child but also 

developing its individual needs. 
Montessori pedagog. 



• Helps kids prepare their science projects, and individual tasks;
• Supports the adequate understanding of the English terms and concepts;
• Works on the development of English Language adequate vocabulary.
• English language is taught as a native language giving the children the

opportunity to learn the words and phrases in their actual context.

Neli, 
Science Teacher

Learning team member of Muzeiko. NASA internship. CERN traineeship. MA in 
Astronomy. Proficiency in English

• To provide real bilingual education teachers in science, music,  art,
sports and dance  deliver their lessons in both languages.

• Children have creative and sport activities every day.

Theater, Music, Art and Sport

Adequate qualification; Proficiency in Elnglish 



CURRICULUM

Key principles and international brand



Our Vision 

Our vision is for young people:
• who will be creative, energetic, and enterprising;

• who will seize the opportunities offered by new
knowledge and technologies to secure a sustainable
social, cultural, economic, and environmental future
for our country;

• who, in their school years, will continue to develop
the values, knowledge, and competencies that will
enable them to live full and satisfying lives;

• who will be confident, connected, actively involved,
and lifelong learners.

CONNECTED
Able to relate well to others
Effective users of communication tools 
Connected to the nature
International Citizens 

ACTIVELY INVOLVED
Participants in a range of life contexts 
Contributors to the well-being of Bulgaria –
social, cultural, economic and environmental 

LIFELONG LEARNERS 
Literate and Numerate 
Critical and Creative thinkers 
Active seekers, users and creators of knowledge 
Informed decision makers

CONFIDENT
Positive in their own identity
Motivated and reliable 
Resourceful 
Enterprising and entrepreneurial 
Resilient 



Students have the ability to listen 
actively, recognise different points of 
view, negotiate, and share ideas. 
They are able to take different roles 
in different situations. They are 
aware of how their words and actions 
affect others. 

Students contribute appropriately as 
a group member, make connections 
with others, and create opportunities 
for others in the  group. They have a 
sense of belonging and the 
confidence to participate within new  
context, roles, and responsibilities

Students who are competent users of 
language, numbers, and texts can 
interpret and use them along images, 
movement, metaphor, in a range of 
contexts and seeking specific 
response from their audience. 

Students who manage themselves are 
resourceful, reliable, and resilient. 
They establish personal goals, make 
plans, manage projects, and set high 
standards. They have strategies for 
meeting challenges. They know when 
to lead, when to follow.

Key Competencies
CRITICAL THINKING CREATIVITY 

MANAGING SELF RELATING TO OTHERS 

PARTICIPATING AND 
CONTRIBUTING 

Intellectual curiosity is the heart of 
innovation. Students who are 
competent thinkers and problem-
solvers actively seek, use, and create 
knowledge

Students reflect on their own 
learning, draw on personal 
knowledge and intuitions, ask 
questions, and challenge the basis of 
assumptions and perceptions.

COMMUNICATING 
WITH IMPACT 



Values
Students will be encouraged to value:

EXCELLENCE
by aiming high and by persevering in the face of difficulties

INNOVATION, INQUIRY, AND CURIOSITY
by thinking critically, creatively, and reflectively

DIVERSITY
as found in our different cultures, languages, and heritages

EQUITY
through fairness and social justice

COMMUNITY AND PARTICIPATION 
for the common good

ECOLOGICAL SUSTAINABILITY
which includes care for the environment;

INTEGRITY
which involves being honest, responsible, and accountable 
and acting ethically

and to RESPECT themselves, others, and human rights.



 Early Years Framework
INDIVIDUAL APPROACH

Children develop and learn in 
different ways and in different rates. 
Every child is a unique child,  
constantly learning and able to be 
resilient, capable, confident and 
self-assured. 

ENCOURAGEMENT
Children learn to be strong and 
independent through positive 
relationships;
A strong partnership between 
practitioners and parents needed

COHERENCE

The curriculum offers all students a 
broad education that makes links 
within and across learning areas

INSPIRING CLASSROOM

Children learn and develop well in 
enabling environmets, in which 
their experiences respond to their 
individual needs

DIVERSITY AND 
INCLUSION

The curriculum reflects cultural 
diversity, values and traditions . It 
ensures that students’ identities, 
languages, abilities, and talents are 
recognized and affirmed and that 
their learning needs are addressed.

COMMUNITY 
ENGAGEMENT

The curriculum has meaning for 
students, connects with their wider 
lives, and engages the support of 
their families and communities.



CURRICULUM 
FRAMEWORK 

• Cambridge Primary combines a world-class curriculum with

high-quality support for teachers and integrated

assessment.

• It is for young learners aged 5 to 11 years.

• The curriculum is dedicated to helping schools develop

learners who are confident, responsible, reflective,

innovative and engaged.

• Cambridge Primary covers English, Mathematics and

Science which have been designed to engage learners in an

active and creative learning journey.

• With a rigorous approach to guided inquiry based learning

of science, it comes with a complete instructional

package that fully supports the curriculum



SCIENCE



MATH



ENGLISH



MUSIC, ART and THEATER



MoE Curriculum



Learning Areas

In BULGARIAN AND ENGLISH 
LANGUAGE, students study, 
use, and enjoy language and 
literature communicated 
orally, visually, or in writing.

In ARTS, students explore, 
refine, and communicate ideas 
as they connect thinking, 
imagination, senses, and 
feelings to create works and 
respond to the works of others.

In HEALTH AND PHYSICAL 
EDUCATION, students learn 
about their own well-being, 
and that of others and society, 
in health-related and 
movement contexts

In MATH, students explore 
relationships in quantities, 
space, and data and learn to 
express these relationships in 
ways that help them to make 
sense of the world around.

In LEARNING LANGUAGES, 
students learn to 
communicate in an additional 
language, develop their 
capacity to learn further 
languages, and explore 
different world views in 
relation to their own.

In the SOCIAL SCIENCES, 
students explore how societies 
work and how they themselves 
can participate and take action 
as critical, informed, and 
responsible citizens.

In SCIENCE, students explore 
how both the natural physical 
world and science work so that 
they can participate as critical, 
informed, and responsible 
citizens in a society in which 
science plays a significant role.





LOCATION



LOCATION LOCATION

• Easy access and parking

• 3 classrooms

• 1 playroom and 1 art atelier

• Wide dining room

• Protected outside Class area

• Good sport and play facility

ENROLLMENT

• 10-12 students in a class, total of 30
• 10:2.5 “students to a teacher” ratio

• 1st Group - 2,5-3 yrs old;

• 2nd Group - 3-4 yrs old;
• 3rd Group - 4-5 yrs old

YEAR ROUND PROGRAM

School Year (Sep-June) + Summer School.

SCHOOL HOURS

From 8:30 AM to 5.00 PM 

with optional activities up to 6:30 PM



Admission process:
1. Fill in an application form –available

online;

2. Visit the facilities and meet the school
team;

3. Kids spend a day at the school –play
games and participate in team
projects;

4. Parents meet the School management
and sign the contract.

* Scholarships available, based on academic
results;

* Monthly payment with no additional charge



Tuition and Scholarships:

• Extended tuition – 1100 BGN monthly

/Core day tuition +Selected Daily CLUBS

• Healthy organic food, incl 2 servings of fruits and 

water included in the tuition fee

** Transport can be provided at 350 BGN per month




